Abstract-This paper is focused on broadband wireless mesh networks based on OFDMA resource management, considering a realistic SINR model of the physical layer with a fine tuned power control at each node. A linear programing model using column generation leads to compute power efficient schedules with high network capacity. Correlation between capacity and energy consumption is analyzed as well as the impact of physical layer parameters -SINR threshold and path-loss exponent. We highlight that there is no significant tradeoff between capacity and energy when the power consumption of idle nodes is important. We also show that both energy consumption and network capacity are very sensitive to the SINR threshold variation.
I. INTRODUCTION
High data rate is a challenge for the next generation cellular networks. This objective needs a significative densification of cells which requires an efficient backhauling infrastructure. We consider a broadband wireless mesh network (WMN) composed of a twofold architecture: i) clients are connected to base station (BS) and ii) a wireless backhaul topology interconnects the BS with the core network. These BSs are equipped with routing functionalities and communicate together through radio links, as in LTE-Advanced relay or WIMAX Mesh. The BS collect the traffic generated by the mobile clients and forward it through multi-hop communications to some dedicated BS, denoted gateways, that bridge the backhauling network to the core network (Fig. 1) . We assume that mobileto-BS and BS-to-BS traffics use different and independent resources. In this work, we focus on the backhauling network and we do not take into account the users requests but rather their flows aggregated by the BS.
Optimizing the network capacity is one of the main research issues for WMNs since the seminal work of Gupta and Kumar [1] where asymptotic capacity is linked to the size of the network. Besides, minimizing the energy expenditure and electromagnetic pollution of such infrastructures are hot societal and economical challenges nowadays (see EARTH, CARMEN european projetcs) 1 . The main contribution of this paper is to address the optimization of both network capacity and energy consumption. In [2] , a multi-objective framework has been developed to study the tradeoff between capacity and energy consumption with a simplistic binary interference model without power control. In our work, we introduce a Signal-to-Noise-andInterference-Ratio (SINR) based model with fine tuned power control at each node. This allows us to investigate deeply on the capacity/energy tradeoff and to study the impact of physical layer parameters such as the SINR threshold and the path-loss exponent on these metrics. In our model, a column generation algorithm isolates the routing and scheduling models from the computation of concurrent links activations, and the computation of time/frequency resource allocation accounting for the energy expenditure.
The rest of paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews related works. The problem statement and the network model are discussed in Section III. Then, we present our multiobjective framework based on a linear program and a column generation. Section VI investigates the impact of physical layer parameters, and the tradeoff between energy consumption and capacity. Finally, we conclude and introduce future directions.
II. RELATED WORK
To increase the throughput provided to nodes, several studies have addressed the link scheduling problem, i.e. to identify sets of links that can be simultaneously activated. [3] is focused on the scheduling problem around an access point on 802.11 networks. It investigates the Round Weighting Problem (RWP) trying to determine the minimum number of rounds (a round is any set of pairwise disjoint edges). [4] studies the problem of routing and call scheduling in 802.11 multihop wireless networks and provide an optimal framework for determining optimal routing and scheduling needed by the traffic in the network using a binary interference model and fixed transmission power. In [5] , a joint scheduling, routing and power control strategy is proposed. The authors develop a computational tool using column generation to maximize the minimum throughput among all flows. They highlight the usefulness of the power control on the performance of multihop wireless networks.
The joint problem of power control and scheduling link transmissions in a wireless network in order to optimize performance objectives (throughput, delay, energy), received a lot of attention in the recent years [6] - [8] . In [6] , the problem of finding a minimum-length schedule that satisfies a set of specified traffic demands is addressed, using a columngeneration-based solution method. It is shown that power control improves the spatial reuse, which leads to further improvement in schedule length compared to a fixed transmit power. Because of the complexity of scheduling with power control using a SINR model is NP-hardness [9] , [10] , several papers proposed heuristic algorithms to minimize the length schedule and the energy consumption with and without power control [9] , [11] .
To the best of our knowledge, only very few papers investigate on both the study of capacity and energy consumption. [12] studied energy, latency and capacity trade-offs existing in a multi-hop ad-hoc wireless network. The authors assume a linear topology with a simple energy model. They propose an analytical study that does not take into account a realistic interference model. The tradeoff between energy consumption and capacity is investigated using a binary interference model and a fixed transmission power in [2] . The relation between energy minimization and through-put maximization of a 802.11 WLAN is analyzed in [13] .
III. PROBLEM DEFINITION AND ASSUMPTIONS

A. Problem definition
We focus on a fixed WMN based on Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access (OFDMA) resource management. As in LTE-Advanced relay or WIMAX Mesh, a periodic frame is divided into time-slots. The bandwidth corresponding to a slot is subdivided into several blocks of 12 subcarriers, denoted as Physical Resource Block (PRB). The smallest resource unit that can be allocated to a BS is called Scheduling Block (SB) and covers 2 slots and 1 PRB. Note that this work can be applied to any synchronous slotted technology in which the resource is divided into time-frequency elements. We assume that each base station is equipped with omnidirectional antennas. The transmission power can be adjusted from the minimum transmission level to the maximum one. All base stations periodically send a given quantity of traffic which represents the aggregate demand of their clients: these traffics require several scheduling blocks to be transmitted. The traffic is routed to gateways through multi-hop paths that will be computed by our linear program. For a given available bandwidth for the backhauling network, our objective is to find an optimal schedule within a minimum time frame to maximize the capacity. Our framework allocates for each base station the optimal number of SB required to send its own traffic and to route the traffic of the other nodes.
B. Network model and notations
We assume a slotted, synchronized and static WMN, modeled as a directed graph G(V,E). The set V BS represents the set of base stations, and V g the set of gateways (V = V BS ∪ V g ). Each BS of V BS routes to the gateway an aggregated demand d v . We consider a stationary network, hence periodic, of period T. The throughput of the WMN, defined as the ratio between the total traffic received at the gateways and the period length to collect it, is v dv T . Therefore, to optimize the throughput is to minimize the number of time slots used to activate the links transmitting the traffic. An insight of a throughput-optimal scheduling policy would be to pack as many links as possible in each time slot, that is maximizing the spatial reuse of system resources. This objective has to be mitigated with interference and energy consumption constraints.
The set of edges E ⊆ V × V corresponds to the communication links. A link (u, v) ∈ E exists if and only if the sender node u can communicate directly with the receiver node v. We denote (u,v,k) a transmission between nodes u and v on PRB k. This transmission is successful only if the SINR at the receiver exceeds the minimum threshold β. Let P u denotes the transmission power of the sender u. We assume that the received power in v depends on the attenuation function, denoted L(u, v), which depends on both the distance d(u, v) and the environment. In this paper we will use the classical path-loss attenuation
−α where α is the path loss exponent, but any other propagation model can be used. The SINR condition at receiver v in the presence of other transmissions is expressed by the following equation:
where µ ∈ R + represents the thermal noise at the receiver. A set of transmissions is feasible if the Eq. (1) is respected at all receiver. We define a configuration F as a set of transmissions that can be activated simultaneously in a time slot. The set of all possible configurations is denoted F. Increasing the cardinality of a configuration (F ∈ F) strengthens the spatial reuse of the links, which contributes to increase the throughput.
Communications are identified by the following physical parameters:
• c k (u,v) is the capacity of the link (u, v) on the PRB k. 
IV. EEJCO-PC: ENERGY EFFICIENT JOINT CAPACITY
OPTIMIZATION AND POWER CONTROL Maximizing the number of simultaneous transmissions allows to minimize the time frame (total slot number), i.e. to maximize the capacity. Unfortunately, it leads to an higher total transmission cost because maximizing the concurrent transmissions increases the interferences. On the other hand, power control mechanisms aim at minimizing the transmission powers which can save a significant energy.
A link e = (u, v) is in the configuration F if and only if there exist at least one PRB k such as (u, v, k) ∈ F. The capacity of the link e in the configuration F is c e (F) =
Each feasible configuration F has an energy cost J(F) taking into account the active transmissions and the idle nodes:
At each time, one and only one configuration is active and w(F) denotes the duration of activation of the configuration F. The total length of the period is hence T = F ∈F w(F) and the total communication cost is F∈F w(F)J(F).
A. Routing and Scheduling
The activation of a configuration F during a time unit provides to each link e a capacity c e (F). The total link capacity through the period is F∈F,F e c e (F)w(F). This capacity is used to route the traffic from the mesh routers to the gateways.
For each node u, P u denotes the set of all possible paths between u and a gateway, and all the possible paths are P = ∪ u P u . The traffic flow on the path P is f(P). The traffic sent by u is hence Pu f (P). The flow over a link e is the sum of the traffic on the path going through e, P e f (P). This flow has to be below the capacity of e.
The joint routing and scheduling problem is expressed in the two following linear programs (LP): one is capacity oriented, the other one is energy oriented. The first one maximizes the capacity with an energy budget constraint. Let us call the following LP the Master Problem to Maximize Capacity (MPMC):
∀e ∈ E P∈P,P e
Equations (2)-(3) express the routing part as a flow from BSs to the gateway. Eq. (4) constrains the total energy expenditure of the network to a budget J while the objective is to minimize the time frame, i.e. maximizing the capacity.
The energy oriented version minimizes the total energy expenditure subject to capacity guarantee. The flow equations are the same as Eq. (2)- (3) while Eq. (5) upper bounds the period length, i.e. lower bounding the capacity. Let us call the following LP the Master Problem to Minimize Energy consumption (MPME):
subject to Equations (2)- (3) and
Because the number of paths and configurations is exponential with the size of the network, these formulations are not scalable as it is. Column generation [4] , [5] is a prominent and efficient technique to cope with this situation. Based on sophisticated linear programing duality results, it allows to save the enumeration of the variable sets. The column generation description implemented is described below.
V. COLUMN GENERATION
The idea of column generation is to solve a Master Problem with restricted sets of paths P 0 and configuration F 0 ; P 0 and F 0 have to be carefully chosen to ensure the existence of an initial feasible solution. Generally, P 0 should contain a shortest path from each base station to a gateway, and F 0 = {{e}, e ∈ E}. Solving the Master Program generates a set of dual values, described in the following section. Given these values, auxiliary programs described in Section V-B, seek a column of the master program (i.e a path or a configuration) violating the corresponding equation of the dual. If such a column exists it may improve the solution, the master program is hence solved using it, and the process loops.
A. Dual formulation
Due to the lack of space, we present only the dual formulation of MPMC, the one of MPME being very similar. In this LP, there is a constraint corresponding to each path or configuration variable of the master. We denote θ(r), ∀r ∈ V BS the dual variable associated with constraint Eq. (2), λ(e), ∀e ∈ E associated with constraint Eq. (3) and σ associated with constraint Eq. (4). O(P) denotes the source node of path P. J u is the energy consumption of node u which depends on its activity: transmission, reception, or idle.
Dual formulation of MPMC:
B. Auxiliary problems
The auxiliary problems determine if there are paths or configurations that violate the constraints of the dual program. The column generation algorithm involves two such problems, one for each kind of dual constraints. The first one, associated to constraint Eq. (6), finds, for each source node, a weighted path with a weight lower than the dual variable associated to the source node. If the minimum weighted path fits the constraint then all other paths do. This problem is hence solved by any shortest path algorithm or linear program.
The second auxiliary problem is associated to constraint Eq. (7). We define a configuration as e k c k e λ(e)−σ u J u > 1. Again, if the maximum weight communication set respects Eq. (7) then all other configurations do. Given a topology, the problem is hence to find a configuration F ∈ F where e k c k e λ(e) − σ u J u is maximum on F. To compute such a configuration, with SINR interferences and energy consumption models, we develop the following Mixed Integer Linear Program. The SINR requirements are modeled by constraint Eq. (13). The energy consumption model takes into account the cost of the nodes transmitting or receiving Eq. (9), and the consumption of idle nodes (10) .
ψ (u,v),k is a binary variable associated with the link (u,v) at the PRB k. If ψ (u,v),k = 1 then the link (u,v) is active and the PRB k in the new configuration.
VI. RESULT ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
Both the capacity-oriented (MPMC) and energy-oriented (MPME) formulations, as well as the column generation algorithm have been implemanted using AMPL/CPLEX. We have considered network topologies composed of 25 BSs with a gateway located at the center of the network. The distance between adjacent BSs is set to 83 meters (Small Cell). The radio parameters of LTE system are used: the SB covers 1ms (2 slots) and 1 PRB (180 khz). For the attenuation function, the path-loss exponent (α) equals to 2.6. The transmission power varies between 0 and 0.08W. We assume that all BSs have the same traffic demands.
A. Impact of physical layer parameters
We investigate the sensitivity of the network capacity and the energy consumption to the SINR threshold variation (from 1 to 70). For each SINR value, the minimum time frame and the total energy consumption are reported on Fig. 2 . One can remark that the time frame is a step function while the energy consumption grows at each step. Considering the impact of the SINR on a given configuration gives an insight on this behavior. Let us consider an admissible configuration with SINR 1. Increasing the SINR threshold, all links can be kept active by increasing the transmission power to mitigate the sensitivity to interferences. This energy cost explodes as the interferences get too strong. Once this step is reached, some links have to be deactivated which results in an increase of the time frame and a decrease of the energy consumption. In Fig. 3 , we study the same scenario under the following assumptions: the SINR threshold is set to 10, the idle node consumption equals to 40% of the reception cost, the path loss exponent varies between 2 (ideal empty 2D space) and 4.5 (indoor environment with many obstacle or very dynamic). It shows an exponential growth of the overall energy consumption. BS position have significant impact on the energy consumption: a BS located in a perturbed environment consume much more than one situated in a ideal environment. 
B. Capacity and energy tradeoff
The Pareto front of the capacity/energy tradeoff, when the consumption of idle nodes is null, is depicted in Fig. 4 . Note the requirement of a minimal energy budget for the network to route all the traffic demand. Optimizing the capacity needs to maximize the spatial reuse in the configurations, with a transmission power cost in order to mitigate the resulting interferences. This is confirmed by the evolution of the mean cost of a transmission with the density of the configurations, reported in Fig. 6 (see link_cost without idle cost) .
We also investigate an idle energy consumption varying from 20% to 100% of the reception cost. It adds a penalty on the energy consumption for each non transmitting node, which is an energetic incentive for spatial reuse. Consequently, the strategy for minimizing the energy consumption is twisted to the one for increasing the capacity. The magnitude of the energy-capacity tradeoff corresponding to the idle energy cost is reported as Fig 5. As expected, the tradeoff disappears as the consumption of idle nodes grows. Again, the behavior of the mean cost of a transmission with the configurations density, reported in Fig. 6 , confirms this fact. Indeed, the total consumption of the idle nodes is shared among the cost of the active transmissions, and this total reduces as the cardinality of the configuration increases. When the consumption of idle nodes is significative (20% is enough), the mean cost of a transmission decreases with the density of the configurations. 
VII. CONCLUSION
We have presented a column generation algorithm which computes a linear relaxation of the Routing and call Scheduling Problem with a realistic SINR model and power control. This tool can be used in any WMN where the resource is divided into time-frequency elements. We have investigated the energy-capacity tradeoff, and the impact of some physical layer parameters on these metrics. We showed that the capacity and energy efficiency can be jointly maximized when the power consumption of idle nodes is important. A deeper challenge is to build an actual assignment of the resources, based on the weighting computed, and taking into account delay constraints and dynamic traffic demands.
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